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Brighter Child(R) Colors & Shapes Flash Cards offer children a fun and easy way to practice their

colors and shapes. The set features 54 cards that help reinforce colors, early geometry, and reading

readiness skills. Charming full-color illustrations help to engage children, and a special card also

offers creative game ideas designed to reinforce learning.The popular Brighter ChildÂ® Flash Cards

give children a fun and easy way to practice important skills. Offering 24 titles encompassing

preschool to grade 5, each title focuses on an important subject including early concepts, math,

phonics, and U.S. History. Fun game ideas and learning suggestions are included to help children

build proficiency and confidence. Game cards also allow children to develop thinking,

decision-making, turn-taking, and social skills while playing fun games at the same time.Select titles

are also available in English-Spanish and Spanish-only versions.
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This is designed to teach children colors... with ambiguous colors. The red is vaguely orange while

the blue is purple. Either stupid, malicious, or some strange brew of stupidity and malice. Not,

ideally, what I was going for in a Christmas present for my 2-year old.



The cards are very good quality but there are two colors that I was less than happy with. The blue,

in my pack at least, looks more like purple and the purple looks more like a cross of pink and purple,

more like a violet. This confused my daughter the first time we used the cards, so I told her they

were both a purple color since she can not read that it says blue yet. Disappointed in the colors

because it shows blue and purple on the cover but the cards in the pack do not look like that.

I bought these educational cards for my 1 year old, so we could start working on our words,

numbers and colors. He absolutely loved them! We spent a lot of time looking at the cards and

picking out our favorite ones.. He even liked them so much he started to eat the corners on a few of

the cards! :)I look forward to buying more of these flash card sets as he gets older. Such a fun

learning activity for him!

I purchased these for my 3 year old because she LOVES flash cards. She's a little young to count

higher than 10 but she likes to learn so we have been working together and she loves it. She makes

a huge mess and I find them everywhere long after I thought I had cleaned them all up haha.

Not impressed with the repetitive, duplicate, redundant, etc. cards. These are not good at all. Buy

the School Zone Publishing cards and avoid the disappointment. It seems like the toddlers

themselves designed these cards. Seriously buy both brands they're under $3 and you can decide

for yourself.

I began using these with my son at about 12 months. He's now 17 months and still loves these

cards. The pictures are bright and the size is perfect. Although the card stock used is sufficient, it

would have been nice if it were a tad thicker so that it wouldn't be bent as easily. But that's not

enough of an issue to reduce the amount of stars I'm giving these fun flash cards.

I love these! I have bought a few sets from this company and each set is just perfect! Great Colors,

nice and thick, don't tear and keeps my 2 year old engaged. We just start at different levels and they

are working out so well for my toddler.

These are not the originals. They have been copied and the color tells it all. For example, a card

may read "ORANGE" but the orange looks brown. Don't waste your money
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